
Chapter 661: Second Brother Is Here 

“Yes, I happen to have a holiday these few days. ” Lu Xingzhi heard the background voice of the airport 

on the phone and asked, “Second brother, are you back in the country? ” 

“Yes, I just got off the plane and am now at the airport in Nanjiang City. ” Gu Haoyu smiled. “I was going 

to specially come here to look for your wife, but I only found out after talking to my brother on the 

phone. What a coincidence, you are with your wife. ” 

Lu Xingzhi responded with an “OH” and said lazily, “Why are you looking for my wife? ” 

“Didn’t you and Jiang Yao ask me to help you pay attention to the research team last time? “? “I have 

some news here. The two of you couldn’t get through the phone in the past two days, so I came to 

Nanjiang city directly in a hurry. After I got off the plane and called Big Brother, I found out that the two 

of you went to be heroes together. Your Wife is good. She always surprises people. ” 

“Then wait for me at the airport. I’ll drive over to pick you up. ” 

Lu Xingzhi stood up as he spoke. He gestured for manager Sun to leave first. Then, he tapped on the 

map on the table and signaled Lu Xingzhi with his eyes. He left the matter of inquiring about the housing 

resources to Lu Xingzhi. After that, he opened the door and left manager Sun’s house. 

“No need. I’m too lazy to wait for you. I’ll take a taxi to look for you myself. Tell me the name of the 

hotel you’re staying at, and we’ll meet at the hotel later. ” After Gu Haoyu said that, he laughed to 

himself. He was his brother. What was there to pick up, it wasn’t like he didn’t know how to take a taxi 

by himself. 

Lu Xingzhi thought about it and felt that it was indeed convenient, so he agreed. 

After he returned to the hotel, he asked Gu Haoyu for the room opposite his, then crossed his legs and 

waited for Gu Haoyu on the soft leather sofa in the hotel lobby. 

After thinking about it, he called Jiang Yao again. 

At this time, Jiang Yao happened to have a fifteen-minute break between the two classes. 

“Daughter-in-law, second brother is also in Nanjiang City. He will be at the hotel in a while. Ask your 

roommate if he would mind having an extra person for dinner tonight, ” Lu Xingzhi thought. If the girls 

didn’t mind, he would bring Gu Haoyu along, it was better than letting Gu Haoyu eat at the hotel alone 

when he first came to Nanjiang City. 

Jiang Yao was surprised to hear that. “Second Brother is here too? Isn’t he busy overseas? ” 

“He came to find you because of the research team, ” Lu Xingzhi explained. 

“Then let me ask them! ” Jiang Yao said. Then she called out to Wen Xuehui, who was talking to 

someone else. She pulled Wen Xuehui aside and asked softly, “There’s another person joining our dinner 

party tonight. Do You Mind? ” 

“Who is it? ” Wen Xuehui asked curiously. 



“It’s my husband’s good brother. He rushed back from abroad for my business. ” Jiang Yao asked, “Do 

you mind? ” 

“Then let’s go together! It’s so lively with so many people! I’ll make the decision. I agree! ” Wen Xuehui 

obviously heard Jiang Yao’s dilemma. 

On one hand, she had made an agreement with them early in the morning, and on the other hand, she 

rushed back from abroad for her business. Jiang Yao couldn’t stand up for her sisters, and she was also 

embarrassed to leave her husband’s good brother alone. 

“What about Xiaoxia and the others? ” Jiang Yao was worried about them. 

“Don’t worry, we’re your family. How could we do something that would make things difficult for you? ” 

Wen Xuehui smiled. “Besides, isn’t it just one more person? It’s not like we have another monster that 

eats people. ” 

Jiang Yao nodded heavily and then replied to Lu Xingzhi. 

Chapter 662: You Really Have a Lot of Acting to Do 

“Okay, then second brother and I will drive to school to pick you guys up tonight. ” Lu Xingzhi smiled. 

“It’s good that second brother is here. We have an extra driver! ” 

Actually, Jiang Yao was worried that her roommates would be unhappy with the addition of Gu Haoyu. It 

was really unnecessary. 

After the afternoon class ended, when Zhou Xiaoxia and the others heard that there was an extra person 

for dinner, and that it was a high-quality single man who worked abroad, they immediately became 

excited. 

“No! I’d better change into a dress. ” Wen Xuehui pulled Jiang Yao’s arm and shook it vigorously. “I want 

to wear a summer dress! ” 

“Aren’t you afraid of freezing to death? ” Jiang Yao smiled. 

“I want the effect of being cold! ” Wen Xuehui smiled brilliantly, “Think about it. Men who live abroad 

are usually very gentlemanly. When they see that I’m cold, they will definitely take off their coats and 

put them on me, just like the scenes in the Movies! “Then, I was so moved that I leaned on his shoulder. 

Then, he fell in love with me. Then, he quietly held my little hand. Aiya, sob sob sob, I’m so shy! ” 

Seeing Wen Xuehui acting happily by herself with both hands covering her face and shaking her body, 

Jiang Yao silently took two steps back, indicating that this person was seriously ill and that she didn’t 

really want to get to know her. 

“Wen Xuehui, you really have a lot of acting. It’s such a waste for you to study medicine! You should go 

to Jingdou drama university. That place suits you. ” Zhou Xiaoxia patted Wen Xuehui’s shoulder. 

“I hate you! ” Wen Xuehui poked Zhou Xiaoxia’s chest with her chubby finger. Zhou Xiaoxia flew into a 

rage and immediately avoided her. 



“You should put on your jacket. If he only wears a shirt, then you’ll be embarrassed. Don’t expect my 

husband to take off his jacket for you. If he dares, I’ll beat him to death, ” Jiang Yao teased. 

“A jacket that belongs to someone else and a man who dotes on his wife like his life. Why Am I here? 

Why Don’t I die of cold! ” Wen Xuehui scoffed, she rolled her eyes. “That day when school started, I saw 

him make your bed. Your husband is sometimes like my father. Whenever I sneeze, he worries if I have a 

cold or a fever! hahaha! ” 

The few of them chatted in the dormitory for a while. Half an hour later, Lu Xingzhi and Gu Haoyu, who 

was driving manager Sun’s car, arrived at the girls’ dormitory. 

When the girls arrived downstairs, they saw two tall and big men talking outside the car. Their faces 

immediately turned red. 

No matter what they said in the privacy of the dormitory, they dared to say anything. However, in front 

of the boys, they were still quite shy. 

“Let me formally introduce you. This is my husband, Lu Xingzhi. This is my husband’s good brother, the 

second brother. My husband and I call him second brother, Gu Haoyu! ” After Jiang Yao said that, she 

introduced her roommates. 

Compared to Lu Xingzhi’s expressionless face, Gu Haoyu looked much more gentlemanly. “Nice to meet 

you. Don’t worry, I’m a good driver. You can get in my car. ” 

“Li Yi and Chen Siyang, you two can come with me. ” Jiang Yao called the two girls, who were more shy, 

into her and Lu Xingzhi’s car. Then, she pushed Wen Xuehui, who was standing there motionlessly, and 

said, “You guys can take second brother’s car, right? ” 

“Oh, okay! ” Wen Xuehui came back to her senses and nodded. Then, she got in Gu Haoyu’s car with 

Zhou Xiaoxia and Lin Qiaoyu. 

Chapter 663: Call Me Gu Haoyu 

Lu Xingzhi booked a private room in a high-class private restaurant. Other than Wen Xuehui, the other 

girls were not used to it. 

As for Wen Xuehui, she probably did not have the energy to pay attention to the environment. Jiang Yao 

noticed that the girl seemed to have been secretly looking at Gu Haoyu. 

Needless to say, after thinking about it, Jiang Yao realized that Gu Haoyu seemed to really be the type of 

boy that Wen Xuehui liked. He looked refined, wore glasses, and spoke elegantly and elegantly. 

Jiang Yao thought that Wen Xuehui probably had her eyes set on Gu Haoyu’s refined and elegant 

appearance. 

This time, Jiang Yao could completely believe that Wen Xuehui didn’t have a good eye for men. 

Back then, when she took a liking to that senior, he looked like a refined and clean boy. Unfortunately, 

he was very dirty on the inside. He was a complete villain. 



Although Gu Haoyu was not a villain, Gu Haoyu was not the elegant person he appeared to be on the 

surface. 

None of Lu Xingzhi’s brothers were little white rabbits. 

Jiang Yao was absolutely certain about this. 

“Um, what does second brother do abroad?”Wen Xuehui suddenly asked. 

She did not ask Jiang Yao, but Gu Haoyu. 

Gu Haoyu was stunned and smiled. “Just call me Gu Haoyu.”Then he said, “Do some academic work.” 

Seeing Wen Xuehui’s expression freeze, Jiang Yao kicked Wen Xuehui’s foot helplessly under the table. 

She thought to herself, she said that Gu Haoyu was not the gentle and elegant man that he appeared to 

be. 

Thus, Wen Xuehui called him second brother and was pushed back by him with a smile. He even 

corrected her and called him by his name. Don’t try to get close to him. 

Wen Xuehui did not need Jiang Yao’s reminder to sense that the man in front of her named Gu Haoyu 

was actually hiding a huge iceberg in his heart. 

She replied with an “OH”and tactfully did not continue to ask him what his academic background was. 

Then, she lowered her head and drank the water in her teacup. 

Lu Xingzhi frowned. He kicked Gu Haoyu and gave him a look, telling him to be nicer to his wife’s 

roommates. 

Otherwise, if Jiang Yao’s roommates were unhappy and Jiang Yao was angry, then don’t blame him for 

being the third brother. 

Lu Xingzhi could not understand those girls. Each and every one of them had bad eyesight. Why did they 

think that Gu Haoyu was a man as pure as an angel? 

Yes, this “Angel-like”phrase was used by the girls in the capital to describe Gu Haoyu. 

Lu Xingzhi felt that not only were those girls’eyes bad, there was also something wrong with their brains. 

Zhou Xiaoxia and the others had originally thought that Gu Haoyu looked like a particularly gentle man. 

They could not help but want to say a few words to him. 

Just now, on the way from school, Gu Haoyu had not spoken a single word. At that time, Zhou Xiaoxia 

and the others thought that he was a very serious person. Even if he was driving, he was also serious 

about driving. 

However, Zhou Xiaoxia and the others understood from the conversation between Wen Xuehui and him 

that this man was actually not gentle at all. Perhaps, on the way here, even if they wanted to chat with 

him, he probably wouldn’t say much. 



Fortunately, Wen Xuehui wasn’t that kind of narrow-minded girl. After encountering a cold rebuke from 

Gu Haoyu, she didn’t mind. She turned around and chatted with Jiang Yao, asking about her life and 

situation in Rong County. 

As for Lu Xingzhi, Wen Xuehui could tell at a glance that he was not someone to chat with. 

Chapter 664: Such Contradiction 

Gu Haoyu seemed to be a heavy smoker. During the meal, he took out his cigarette case several times as 

if he wanted to smoke. In the end, when he saw the girl in the private room, he endured it. 

When it was almost time to leave, Jiang Yao and Wen Xuehui went to the bathroom. Gu Haoyu took the 

opportunity to go downstairs to pay the bill and then stood by the car while waiting for them to smoke. 

“Jiang Yao, your second brother is actually a huge iceberg.”Wen Xuehui washed her hands and gave 

Jiang Yao a clean tissue, “I really didn’t expect that there would be such a contradictory person in this 

world. He looks so gentle, but when he smiles at others, he is like the Sun in March. However, his heart 

is actually as cold as a moving iceberg.” 

“When I first met second brother, I also felt that he was a very kind person. After interacting with him 

for a long time, I realized that his kindness was only a layer of his outer appearance. However, this was 

to outsiders, but he was very kind to his own people.”Jiang Yao sighed, “If you have the chance to get 

familiar with him in the future, you will understand.” 

Jiang Yao didn’t want Wen Xuehui to misunderstand Gu Haoyu. On one hand, he was her good friend, 

and on the other hand, he was Lu Xingzhi’s good brother. Moreover, Gu Haoyu was really good to her. 

Lu Xingzhi’s brothers were all overprotective. In their own circle, they were the same, but outside, they 

were the same. 

Jiang Yao had seen Gu Haoyu’s true gentle side. For example, when she was chatting with Luo Ruoran, 

Gu Haoyu was as warm and warm as the spring breeze. 

According to fourth and fifth, Gu Haoyu and Luo Ruoran had known each other for a long time. Before 

Luo Ruoran moved into the courtyard, Gu Haoyu and Luo Ruoran had already known each other. They 

seemed to have been neighbors at that time. 

Gu Haoyu treated Luo Ruoran differently. Even mother Lu mistook Gu Haoyu and Luo Ruoran as a 

couple. 

During that time in the capital, even Jiang Yao could feel that Gu Haoyu treated Luo Ruoran differently. 

“Xuehui, you’re not going to tell me that you fell in love with Gu Haoyu at first sight, are you?”Jiang Yao 

suddenly realized. “He really isn’t the type of person he appears to be.” 

“Of course I know!”Wen Xuehui hurriedly explained. “He’s the type of boy that I like, but tonight’s meal 

made me understand that he isn’t someone that I, Wen Xuehui, can subdue.” 

After saying that, Wen Xuehui still sighed. No one knew what she was sighing about or what she felt 

regretful about. 



A person’s first glimpse of fate was really important. 

Although Wen Xuehui would not fall in love with Gu Haoyu at first sight, a man like Gu Haoyu had 

indeed caused ripples in her heart. 

Fortunately, she still had her reason. 

This kind of man was only suitable for appreciation, not to get close to. There was no such thing as a 

secret crush. 

After the meal, Lu Xingzhi and Gu Haoyu personally sent the group of girls to the girls’dormitory 

downstairs before returning to the hotel. 

After returning to the hotel, Gu Haoyu first went back to his room to change out of his formal clothes 

and put on his home clothes. Then, he took the documents to Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao’s room. 

“This is the information of the entire research team and some of the projects they have been working on 

over the years. In the past few months, due to some funding problems and other issues, their team had 

no choice but to disband. Our company had worked with them for a period of time before, and these 

people are all pretty good.” 

Chapter 665: Research Team 

Jiang Yao took the information from Gu Haoyu and opened it casually. 

The information that Gu Haoyu gave her was a thick stack. It was a team, but it was really a team. In the 

information, there were all the resumes of the team members, there was also the information of the 

project that the team had been researching and had been forced to stop researching before it was 

disbanded. 

It could be said that these people really trusted Gu Haoyu to hand them all over. 

“These are all nationals who studied abroad and then stayed to work abroad. Later on, they had some 

conflicts with their research institute. After that, they withdrew from that research institute together 

and took away the research that they held in their hands and that other people didn’t like. That’s what’s 

on the information.” 

Gu Haoyu pointed at the data on the table and continued, “These research was not valued in their 

research institute. When they took it away, the person-in-charge of the research institute only treated it 

as they took away some useless things. There were many young people in their team. Most of them 

were in their thirties or had just graduated. They were not valued in the research institute.” 

Jiang Yao didn’t have the energy to listen to what Gu Haoyu said at all. She focused all her attention on 

the research projects that had been interrupted. The more she looked at them, the more frightened she 

became. 

“Are these things considered useless by the people of the Research Institute?”Jiang Yao pointed at one 

of the research projects in her hand with a surprised look. “Then, they took these research projects 

away and quit the research institute?” 



Jiang Yao only had one thought at the moment. was the person in charge of the research institute 

stupid? 

“Racial discrimination. Many people over there look down on people from our countries. They think that 

our IQ is generally lower than theirs.”Gu haoyu laughed mockingly, “A bunch of idiots who can’t even 

remember the multiplication formula. They actually look down on our IQ.” 

Jiang Yao was extremely shocked! 

Just the research project she was currently working on was a vaccine. 

This vaccine was finally developed two years before she was reborn. Then, it shocked the entire medical 

world, and even the entire world. 

Jiang Yao really didn’t expect that such a research project and team that would surprise everyone in the 

future would be forced to be suspended now? 

“I’ll sign this research team!”! “Including all the research projects in progress, all of them will be 

included in Changkang research team. Help me tell them that Changkang can find the best resources for 

them, prepare the most advanced equipment for them, and give them sufficient funds. Changkang 

welcomes them to join!” 

Jiang Yao was really a little excited. “Second brother, you found a surprise for me! No, I should say, you 

found a surprise for our country!” 

At that time, this research had been developed by people from abroad. Thinking about it, this team 

must have stayed abroad to find follow-up funding to continue the research. It was also possible.., it was 

this team that had no choice but to sell the research that had been terminated. 

If these people signed with Changkang Corporation and let them return to their motherland to work, in 

the future, this shocking research would belong to their own country. It would be able to bear their 

country’s name. 

And after this vaccine was successfully developed, it would bring huge benefits to the research institute! 

When Jiang Yao thought of this, she couldn’t help but feel excited and excited! 

Chapter 666: Am I Injured? 

“Do you think highly of their research projects?” Gu Haoyu was a little surprised to see Jiang Yao’s 

excited attitude. 

“Yes, very highly!”Jiang Yao nodded repeatedly. 

Gu Haoyu saw that Jiang Yao didn’t have the slightest intention of exaggerating or joking, so he 

confirmed that what Jiang Yao said was true. 

Then, he stood up, took out his cell phone, and went to the side to make a call. 

Gu Haoyu was speaking in a foreign language, so he spoke very quickly. Jiang Yao found it a little difficult 

to listen to him. Gu Haoyu also made the call for a long time. 



After more than half an hour, he walked back and said to Jiang Yao, “They were very excited. They said 

that they had made an appointment to book the nearest plane ticket back to the country! They said that 

they would quit their job over there overnight, and they decided to return to the country to develop.” 

The conditions that Jiang Yao gave to those crazy demons who were passionate about research were 

really no different from the sweet dew of the Yang branch in the desert 

“That’s Great!”Jiang Yao patted her thigh in excitement. After patting her thigh, she frowned from the 

pain. 

Lu Xingzhi took a look and directly glanced at Gu haoyu. The latter had a smile on the corner of his lips. 

He felt that he was being despised, so he left their room and left. 

After Gu Haoyu left, Lu Xingzhi got up and moved closer to Jiang Yao. With a straight face, he said, “Are 

you stupid? Why did you use so much strength on yourself?” 

Before Jiang Yao could react, he reached out and folded Jiang Yao’s pants. Then, he folded them to her 

knees. When he realized that they could not be folded, he urged, “Quickly take off your pants and see if 

they are red from your slap. Do you want to apply medicine?” 

“No! No!”Jiang Yao shook her head repeatedly. “It was just a pain. I was just a little too excited!” 

Jiang Yao carefully put away the documents on the table and continued, “These people are in such a 

hurry to return to the country. It can be seen that they are really tired of staying abroad.” 

“Discrimination is serious. Who wouldn’t want to return to the country if they could?”Lu Xingzhi did not 

find it strange at all, “Our country pays too little attention to research and innovation. Therefore, there 

is basically no place for these researchers in our country. Even second brother has to stay abroad to 

develop, and his company was founded overseas. These people have no choice but to stay abroad. Now 

that you have extended an olive branch to them, they will naturally return to their country happily.” 

“That’s true. To them, wherever they go to do research, it’s all research. As long as the boss is good, it’s 

fine.”Jiang Yao curved her lips into a smile. “I’m starting to look forward to the establishment of the 

Research Institute.” 

In the beginning, she had only intended to use the research institute as a shield, but now, she wasn’t in 

such a mood. 

Jiang Yao hoped that her research institute could do something for this industry and this country. 

She also hoped that her research institute would be able to attract talents from abroad so that the 

talents from her own country would not be lost to other countries. Then, she would have to live a life of 

living under someone else’s roof. 

Lu Xingzhi watched as Jiang Yao sorted out the documents. He did not help her. After she was done 

sorting out the documents and putting them away, he walked over and carried her into the suite. 

He didn’t want to do anything. He just wanted to see if Jiang Yao’s silly leg slapping action had swollen 

her leg. 



However, when he took off Jiang Yao’s pants and saw that there was nothing wrong with her leg, he 

glanced at her slender leg and started to feel restless. 

Chapter 667: Ability 

Unfortunately, before he could do anything, Jiang Yao’s cell phone rang. She quickly picked it up. 

The call was from Huang Cheng. He told Jiang Yao that all the jade that Jiang Yao had placed in the 

underground trading hall had been sold. The trading hall deducted the commission and transferred all 

the money to his account. He had just asked the bank to transfer it to Jiang Yao, he called this number to 

remind Jiang Yao to pay attention to the collection. 

Jiang Yao thanked him and hung up the phone. Only then did she realize that there were two new 

messages on her phone. They were both sent from the bank. The sum of the two huge transfers was 

really shocking. 

“One... ten... hundred... thousand...” after Jiang Yao counted, she was stunned. She looked up at Lu 

Xingzhi in a daze and said, “I’m Rich!” 

Jiang Yao passed her phone to Lu Xingzhi. She did not notice that the man standing in front of her was 

staring at her legs like a hungry wolf. She did not remember that there was nothing left of her lower 

body except for her underwear. 

“That time, Huang Chengjing and I went to the Zhu family’s trade fair to buy a few stones. Two of them 

were sold to Huang Chengjing’s phoenix jewelry. The rest were sent to the underground trade fair by 

Huang Chengjing. Finally, there is news today. This is the price of the Jade!” 

Jiang Yao looked at Lu Xingzhi excitedly. “We’re Rich!” 

She had only bought those few jades for a few million, but excluding the commission in between, she 

had actually earned more than 80 million! 

It could be seen that those few stones had been sold at an incredible price by the owner of the trade 

fair. 

No wonder Huang Chengjing would suggest that she put such good material in the underground trade 

fair. It seemed that the price was indeed higher than the market. 

“You know how to Gamble on Stones?”Lu Xingzhi was surprised by this. 

“Yes!”Jiang Yao nodded and pointed at her eyes, “I found that after waking up from a dream, my 

eyesight and hearing gradually became different. “Xingzhi, I don’t know how to gamble on stones, but I 

can see what the inside of the raw stone looks like through the surface! “I can see which stone is more 

valuable and which stone is just ordinary waste!” 

Jiang Yao didn’t hide it from Lu Xingzhi. Lu Xingzhi would find out sooner or later about the difference 

between her hearing and vision. For example, when she went to chase the robber outside the hospital 

that day, Lu Xingzhi would realize that there was something wrong with her after thinking about it 

carefully. It was just that.., lu Xingzhi didn’t ask. 



Rebirth was an unimaginable and magical thing. With this incident, Lu Xingzhi would definitely be able to 

accept her explanation of vision and hearing. 

“Let me give you an example. Just like the last time in the park by the hospital, the robber had not even 

reached the street beside us yet, but I could already hear someone shouting. I could also see the robber 

running towards us.”Jiang Yao looked at Lu Xingzhi carefully, she was quite afraid that he would think 

that she was very scary. 

Lu Xingzhi was indeed surprised for a long time after he heard that. It was so long that he did not come 

back to his senses. 

“Isn’t your eye broken?”That was what Lu Xingzhi was worried about. 

“No.”Jiang Yao nodded affirmatively. “It’s probably because of God’s great love for me!” 

After taking her phone back from Lu Xingzhi, Jiang Yao continued, “There’s something I want to discuss 

with you. I’ve been thinking about it since I was in Rong County. It’s just that I was short of money at 

that time, so I had the heart but not the strength.” 

Chapter 668: Looking at Houses 

“Those children?”Lu Xingzhi guessed without Jiang Yao’s explanation. 

“Yes!”Jiang Yao nodded, “I want to build an orphanage in Nanjiang city or a city next to Rong County. I 

want to bring those children to Changkang orphanage. I also want to take in all the children who became 

orphans because of the flood in Rong County. I want them to be able to live together with their teachers 

and friends.” 

This was what Jiang Yao wanted to do when she was in Rong County. Those children were really too 

sensible. 

It was a pity that she didn’t have enough money on hand at that time. She couldn’t do anything at all. 

It was already the limit to allocate a portion of the funds from Changkang Corporation to buy supplies. 

Building an orphanage wasn’t a money-saving thing because it was an investment that wouldn’t have 

any returns in the long term. 

But now that she had money in her hands, she could do what she wanted to do. 

Since Lu Xingzhi had guessed what Jiang Yao was going to do, he would not object. 

He hummed in acknowledgment and looked at her eyes before raising his hand to touch them again. 

“Are you sure there’s no problem?” 

It was obvious that he was more concerned about her health. 

“It’s fine.”Jiang Yao reached out to shake Lu Xingzhi’s hand and shook her head. “It’s just that don’t think 

I’m weird. It’s good that you think I have too many secrets.” 

“Not bad.”Lu Xingzhi chuckled. “With you around, at least I won’t be short of money in the future. If I 

run out of money, I can go to the raw stone trading center and walk around. The money will come. So I 

married such a treasure Trove.” 



Jiang Yao burst into laughter when she heard that. If she could still joke, it meant that she really didn’t 

care. 

She pounced on Lu Xingzhi happily. Kneeling on the bed, she hugged Lu Xingzhi, who was standing 

beside the bed, and kissed him. 

Then, this small action that she subconsciously made out of joy caused her to be tossed and turned by 

Lu Xingzhi for the entire night. 

The next morning, after breakfast, Lu Xingzhi drove Jiang Yao to school. After informing Gu Haoyu, he 

went out to look for manager Sun and went to look at houses with him. 

Lu Xingzhi could pay for his meals with the money he had now, but there was no way he could buy a 

house. When he said that he would transfer all the money to Jiang Yao, he really did not keep it for 

himself. He transferred all the money that could be transferred to Jiang Yao to her, hoping that.., what 

she wanted to do could be accomplished smoothly. 

However, last night, his treasure-gathering wife had made a deposit, so he had more money to buy a 

house. There was no need for him to ask Gu Haoyu and Liang Yueze for an excuse. 

The house that manager Sun had contacted belonged to the wealthy district on Wuqiao Road. The 

houses here were all single-family villas with a good environment. Because the people who came in and 

out were all wealthy people from Nanjiang city, the security was also good, there were no ordinary 

citizens or hooligans coming in and out. 

“This house has only been built for more than two years. The husband and wife are going to emigrate 

with their children, so the house has to be sold.”Manager Sun brought Lu Xingzhi to a small white 

foreign house. 

It could be seen that the original owner of the small house was a person who loved life very much. The 

fence at the door was covered with green plants. It looked lively. The dog inside barked twice when it 

heard footsteps, leading the owner out. 

The owner was an old couple. They were very friendly. After they came out, they patted the barking dog 

and greeted Lu Xingzhi and manager Sun. 

“Are you here to look at the house?”The old couple invited Lu Xingzhi and manager Sun into the house 

and said, “We’ve only lived in this house for two years. A lot of things are new. Usually, only the two of 

US and the nanny live in the whole house.” 

Chapter 669: The Wife Likes It 

Manager Sun knew that Lu Xingzhi was not someone who would chat with an old couple. Therefore, Lu 

Xingzhi would look at the house while manager Sun would chat with the old couple to build a good 

impression. 

Just as the old couple had said, the house was very clean and tidy. The temperament of the master of 

the house was reflected everywhere. There were a lot of calligraphy and paintings hanging on the wall. 

Judging from the signature, they were all written by the same person. It was probably the work of the 

Master of the house. 



Lu Xingzhi had noticed that the husband of the old couple had a strong smell of ink when he met him. 

Therefore, it was not difficult to guess that he was a calligrapher. 

Although the house was his after he had paid for it and had nothing to do with the original owner, Lu 

Xingzhi was much more cautious and picky when he thought about how Jiang Yao and Lu Yuqing were 

going to live in the house in the future. 

The original owner had a good character. In the future, when Jiang Yao and Lu Yuqing moved in, they 

would not be afraid of getting revenge on anyone who had a grudge against the original owner. 

The house was two and a half floors. Downstairs was the living room and kitchen. There was a 

bathroom, a washroom, a storage room, and two guest rooms. One of them was empty, and the other 

was occupied by the nanny couple. 

There were four large and one small rooms upstairs. Each room had a large terrace, and the small room 

was the study room. The light was bright. 

There was only half a floor on the third floor, and there was no room. There was a coffee table inside, 

and there were two rocking chairs on the side of the coffee table. Outside, there were some flowers and 

plants. They were beautifully maintained, as elegant as a small garden. 

After Lu Xingzhi finished looking at the entire house, he was very satisfied with this house. He also felt 

that if Jiang Yao came to see it, she would definitely like this house. 

Although the old couple had been talking to manager Sun, they could see that the person in charge of Lu 

Xingzhi and manager Sun was Lu Xingzhi, the man whose expression had not changed since he entered 

the house. 

“If you don’t like these plants, we can move them away and give them to our neighbors.”The old lady 

thought that Lu Xingzhi, a young man, might not like these things, so she said something to Lu Xingzhi. 

“No need, they’re well-tidied.”Lu Xingzhi thought of the Lu Luo at home in the army. The corners of his 

lips curled up slightly, and he could not help but say a few more words, “My wife quite likes these 

things. In the old house, she also fiddled with some flowers and plants. She just likes these things.” 

When the old lady heard this, she was instantly delighted. “There aren’t many women among us who 

don’t like these things. If your wife likes them, that would be great. To be honest, I’ve put in a lot of 

effort to take care of these things. If we were to sell this house, it would be a pity for these flowers and 

plants.” 

As she spoke, the old lady pointed at the pots beside her and smiled. “Look, there are even a few pots of 

strawberries. In the end, they’ll be ready to eat in half a month. My strawberries are big and sweet. The 

child will definitely like them.” 

“My wife and I haven’t had a child yet.”Lu Xingzhi naturally thought of Jiang Yao and said, “However, my 

wife will definitely like to eat them.” 

When the old lady heard Lu Xingzhi talk about his wife all the time, she smiled so much that her eyes 

narrowed into slits. “Your wife is blessed to be married to a good husband like you. She misses her for 

everything.” 



Manager Sun held back his laughter at the side and thought to himself, isn’t young master Lu the most 

important person in the world? His wife is the most important person in the world. 

He could guarantee that when Lu Xingzhi entered the house to look at the house just now, all he 

thought of was, HMM, the plants at the door. Director Jiang would like them. 

Chapter 670: Neighbors in the Future 

After entering the door and seeing the balcony on the second floor, he must have thought that it was 

not bad. Director Jiang liked rooms with balconies. 

Lu Xingzhi had chosen according to Jiang Yao’s preferences. Even his own sister would have to lean back. 

Lu Xingzhi was satisfied with this small foreign building. He immediately hit the bricks and signed a 

contract with the other party. Then, he gave Jiang Yao a call. 

He first reported the old couple’s bank account number to Jiang Yao so that she would remember to 

transfer the money later. Then, he told Jiang Yao about the house. 

After he finished talking, he suddenly remembered that he seemed to be too arbitrary. He did not think 

of letting Jiang Yao come over to see if she would like it. Then, he made up his mind. 

Therefore, when the phone mentioned the house, Lu Xingzhi deliberately praised the house more. He 

was worried that Jiang Yao would be unhappy and think that he was overbearing. 

To be honest, Lu Xingzhi was really used to being overbearing. Buying a house was no different from 

buying a suit of clothes that he liked. Therefore, he really did not remember that buying a house was 

something that he had to discuss with his wife. 

Fortunately, Jiang Yao was also a big-hearted person. 

When she heard that Lu Xingzhi had confirmed it so quickly, she did not think that she would have to 

take a look and write down her account number. When she heard Lu Xingzhi mention the house, she 

actually liked it before she had even seen it. 

It could only be said that Lu Xingzhi knew her too well and knew to pick the place that she liked. 

When Lu Xingzhi was on the phone with Jiang Yao, the two old couple enthusiastically picked 

pomegranates for Lu Xingzhi and manager Sun in the yard and let them take them home to eat. 

When Lu Xingzhi turned around after the call, manager Sun was already holding a small bag of 

pomegranates in his hand. 

“Young master Lu, the old lady said that she wanted to feed our woman,”manager Sun said helplessly. 

The old lady said that pomegranates were good for a woman’s health. She felt that Lu Xingzhi was good 

for his wife’s pain, so she picked a small bag of pomegranates one by one. 

Although Lu Xingzhi didn’t talk much and didn’t like to talk much, he still had basic etiquette. He nodded, 

turned his head, and thanked the old lady. After discussing the time for the house to be handed over, he 

left the house with manager Sun. 



The couple warmly sent Lu Xingzhi and manager Sun off at the door. Coincidentally, they saw chairman 

Huang leading the jumping Huang Chenchen over. It seemed that he was going to look for the owner 

and his wife. 

“Grandma Xia! Grandpa Xia, you have guests!”Huang Chenchen didn’t know Lu Xingzhi and manager 

Sun, after seeing the person he was looking for, he broke free from chairman Huang’s grandfather’s 

hand and threw himself into the old lady’s arms. His small eyes looked into manager Sun’s small cloth 

pocket, and then his small mouth pouted, he asked pitifully, “Grandma Xia, did I run out of 

pomegranates to eat?” 

“Chairman Huang.”As soon as manager Sun recognized him, he hurriedly greeted him and then 

introduced, “This is president Jiang’s husband, young master Lu.” 

He turned to Lu Xingzhi and said, “President Lu, this is president Huang of the Hai run group, President 

Huang’s father. That little girl is the Chen Chen little girl that President Jiang mentioned. President Jiang 

really likes her.” 

Hearing that manager Sun said that Jiang Yao liked that little girl very much, Lu Xingzhi glanced at Huang 

Chen. It was rare for him to see that little girl looking at him curiously without showing any fear. 

Needless to say, Lu Xingzhi also felt that this girl was indeed very likable and brave. 

“So it’s young master Lu!”Chairman Huang smiled. Last time when Lu Xingzhi was in Nanjiang city, he 

was in the hospital, so he had never seen Lu Xingzhi before. “Young master Lu is buying this house? 

That’s a coincidence. Our House is right next door. We will be neighbors from now on.” 

 


